
 

There is no dearth of movies on the internet and that's a great thing for all of you who love watching movies online. But there
are certain websites which offer more than just some random stuff out there. They're packed with mega-packs of exclusive
videos and films, which you will get to watch for free without any ads or such nonsense. If you want to get your hands on some
more ones like them, then this blog post is meant for you! We've found 37 top websites which will help you learn about
something new in life: from science to business and everything in between, these websites have it all and we've got them down
for your reading pleasure. Scroll down, bookmark these amazing websites and enjoy! (and if you're too lazy, scroll to the end to
watch the video for this post). 1. Books & Pals As the name suggests, books & pals is all about books and all things related to
them. What's great about this website is that it's not just about book reviews but also there are tons of other articles on what you
might be interested in when it comes to reading your favourite book. For instance, there are articles about writing a review or
even making a reading challenge roster. You can also learn how to read faster with tips on speed reading and even how to break
into voice acting with tips from professionals. You can also order e-books or even read free books online. 2. Closer Look Now,
this one kind of stands out from the rest because it focuses on scientific articles rather than business articles or whatnot. But it
doesn't mean you won't get to learn about all sorts of other interesting stuffs related to science. There are sections on the
different fields of science, including biology, chemistry, physics and astronomy. You can even find articles about chemical
reactions and how they occur as well as practical guides for kids on how to investigate their environment with bottle caps. How
cool is that? 3. The Great Courses If you're a student and in need of getting in-depth and in-depth knowledge in a particular field
of study, then you can surely rely on this website to get that power. There are courses on all kinds of topics that students may be
interested in, including English literature, art history, economics and even how to be more productive with the help of the
Pomodoro technique. It even runs webinars on some topics which you can take part in if you want to experience what it's like
attending one for yourself. 4. Encyclopedia Mythica (mythology) What's great about this website is that it focuses on mythology
rather than some other type of mythology. As a result, you're going to get access to a ton of information regarding Greek and
Roman mythology, the world of Norse mythology and even African mythology. You can take a look at the different gods that
were worshipped, heroes from the past and so much more! There are also great stories which can be found in later eras such as
India's Mahabharata. 5. The Great Courses If you've been looking for ways to study astronomy or even how it was discovered,
then this website is meant for you. You can find courses on topics like cosmology and even astrobiology and the space-time
continuum (or something like that!).
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